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1 I n t r o d u c t i o n  

It  is generally appreciated that  - -  in accordance with the second law of 
thermodynamics - -  usable work cannot be extracted if only equilibrium fluc- 
tuations act. The physical mechanism that  prevents to pullout work from 
equilibrium fluctuations is tutorially discussed in Feynman, Leighton, and 
Sands [1]: In doing so they use a molecular gadget composed of a ratchet, a 
pawl and a set of vanes, see Fig. 1. Actually this Brownian machinery goes 

t_ 

Fig.  1. The ' ratchet and pawl'  machine: Two heat reservoirs are connected 
by an axle that  is attached to a ratchet in heat bath  T2 and to vanes in 
heat ba th  T1. Due to the bombardments  of gas molecules in heat ba th  T1 on 
the vanes the ratchet is forced in both directions, with the backward motion 
being blocked on average by the pawl. When T1 = T2 no net motion occurs, 
in agreement with the second law of thermodynamics.  When T1 > T~ a small 
weight L can be lifted. 

back to a stimulating presentation put forward by Marian yon Smoluchowski 
[2] during the heydays of early Brownian motion. In his discussion [2], which 
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up to present days provides charitable reading, Smoluchowski shows that in 
absence of a superintelligent creature, i.e., a Maxwell demon, no net current 
will emerge. In presence of nonequilibrium forces the situation changes dras- 
tically: Now a ratchet potential Vn(x), that is a periodic structure which lacks 
the reflection symmetry, can rectify unbiased nonequilibrium fluctuations into 
a fluctuation induced directed current. Put  differently, by a ratchet system we 
have in mind a gadget that  is able to move particles with a nonzero velocity 
in absence of macroscopic bias forces such as field gradients of electrical, ther- 
mal or chemical potential origin, etc.. Strictly speaking, we define a ratchet 
system as a system that  is able to transport  particles in a periodic structure 
with nonzero macroscopic velocity although on average no macroscopic force 
is acting. Such nonequilibrium ratchet systems recently gained much interest 
[3] in view of their role in describing the physical aspects that  are involved in 
the working principle of motor proteins (i.e., molecular motors) and, likewise, 
their potential for novel technological applications on nano- and microscales. 
In the following we shall address several possibilities of obtaining directed 
motion of particles in periodic structures. 

2 C u r r e n t  a s  a C o n s e q u e n c e  o f  S t a t e - D e p e n d e n t  N o i s e  

The application of a periodic, but nonuniform heat-cool mechanism (i.e., the 
blow torch effect [4]) that is not 'in phase' [5,6] with a reflection-symmetric, 
periodic potential will - upon application (!) of periodic boundary conditions 
- yield a finite current [5,6]. The nonuniform temperature (or diffusion) is 
rooted in a multiplicative, periodic white Gaussian noise. For overdamped, 
onedimensional motion this multiplicative noise can readily be transformed 
into additive noise [6]. The corresponding effective potential gr(x) is then 
no longer periodic but exhibits an average bias. Put  differently, taken over 
the length L of the periodic structure, the potential  difference ~P(x -- L) - 
~P(z = 0) ---- A~V is no longer zero, but enters the exponential behavior of the 
probability current [5,6]. A variant of this 'blow torch effect' induced current 
mechanism is obtained if we start  out with a periodic, but asymmetric ratchet 
potential, VR(x) = VR (x + L), and drive the system by multiplicative thermal 
noise that  now is 'in phase' with the force - V ~ ( z )  [7]. Here, the asymmetry 
of the heat-cool mechanism over the period L of the ratchet structure mimics 
the 'out-of phase' blow torch effect in a symmetric potential. We note, that  
in all these cases the periodic structure is subjected to a macroscopic thermal 
gradient. Hence, we do not classify such systems as ratchet systems in the 
strict sense. From a physics point of view, these systems are related closely 
to the ratchet and pawl gadgets that  perform usable work only in presence 
of a temperature gradient 7'1 =fi T~, see in this context also the insightful 
discussion in Ref. [8]. 

Let us next address a ratchet system that  in spirit is closely related to 
the above systems driven by state dependent noise. In this ratchet a nonzero 
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current results from the modulation of an asymmetric potential profile. To 
be precise, we consider the transport of overdamped particles in a ratchet 
potential VR(x) whose dynamics is governed by the Langevin equation 

= - ¢ ( t )  + 2eY-5 (t). (1) 

Here ~(t) denotes additive Gaussian white noise (e.g., a thermal Nyquist noise 
source) of zero mean and correlation (~(t) ~(s)) = 5(t-s). The nonequilibrium 
forcing ((t) that  rules the time dependent change of the potential profile is 
either a periodic, deterministic modulation with period 7-, i.e., ((t) -+ F(t) 
= F( t  + T),  or a stochastic, non-white process ~(t). Of particular interest 
is the case with ((t) or F(t) assuming the values 0 and 1 only. This cor- 
responds to a situation where the periodic potential VR(x) is switched ON 
and OFF ,  of. Fig. 2. In the following we shall classify this situation as a 

0<t<772 ratchet potential 

t = ,Z- A ~ I J I  dislribt'ti°n 

x 

Fig.  2. The noise induced transport mechanism in a ratchet potential that is 
periodically (period 7-) switched ON and OFF: A particle distribution which 
is initially located in a minimum of the potential will spread symmetrically by 
diffusion while the potential is switched OFF. When the potential is switched 
ON again, a net part of the distribution will settle in the minimum located 
towards the left. Hence, on average a particle current flows to the left. 

flashing ratchet mechanism [9-12], see below. The physical mechanism that 
governs the transport is indicated with Fig. 2. Note that  the particles on av- 
erage are transported into the direction of larger average force IV~(x)I, i.e., 
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into a direction opposite to the polarity of the ratchet Vl~(Z). This polarity is 
positive if the average force IV~(x)I is smaller in forward direction. In Fig. 2, 
this polarity is positive; hence the noise induced current is towards the left. 

As indicated with (1), the force -C(t)V~(x) formally mimics a nonuni- 
form source of non-white diffusion. The conditioned expectation of the force 
-(¢(t) V~(x(t))lx(t ) = z) is not identically vanishing. Nevertheless, on av- 

erage, f : ( ( ( t )V~(x( t ) ) l z  ) dx = 0, i.e., the noise-induced force vanishes on 
average over the period L of the periodic structure. In this sense, this ratchet 
mechanism is related from a physics point of view to the asymmetric heat- 
and-cool effect that characterizes the current induced by nonuniform, peri- 
odic diffusion [5]. A distinct feature of the flashing ratchets in (1) should 
be pointed out however: For if(t) approaching white noise (either Gaussian 
white [6] or Poissonian white [13]) the noise induced current is vanishing. 
Thus, with white noise forces a current results only in presence of an addi- 
tional nonvanishing drift field [as given by the force of a periodic potential 
V(x) = V(x + L)]. Put differently, nonuniform, but periodic white noise of the 
form [-(( t )  V~(x) + 2x/2-D~(t)] alone does not result in a finite current! Also, 
with D set 0, colored nonuniform noise in (1) alone yields no net current. 

The flashing ratchet mechanism very recently has been experimentally 
tested in a ratchet potential VR(x) created with the help of a microelectrode 
system (Christmas-tree electrodes) [14] as well as in a potential created by 
optical means [15]. 

Before we proceed, let us characterize the variants among the ratchet 
systems in more definite terms. Among ratchets that move particles forward 
noisily we can distinguish the following types: 

i) A first class of ratchet systems is given by the above discussed Flashing 
Ratchets. Therein, the particles experience a fluctuating energy profile [9- 
12,14,15]. An equivalent ratchet mechanism occurs for particles occupying 
discrete states with transitions among them that  do not obey detailed 
balance, see in Refs. [9,10]. 

ii) Another class are particles moving in an asymmetric periodic poten- 
tial subjected solely to spatially uniform forces of (temporal or statisti- 
cal) zero average. We shall term these systems Changin9-Force Ratchets. 
These systems again can be divided into three subclasses, namely: 
(a) Rocking Ratchets, in which the particles experience the action of spa- 

tially uniform, time-periodic deterministic forces, F(t) = F(t + T) 
[16-20,29,30]. 

(b) Diffusion Ratchets, when driven by a spatially uniform, time-periodic 
diffusion coefficient D(t) = D(t + T) [21]. 

(c) Correlation Ratchets, when driven by spatially uniform stochastic 
forces ¢(t) of zero average [16,22-28]. 
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3 D i r e c t e d  T r a n s p o r t  I n d u c e d  b y  R o c k i n g  

Instead of a fluctuating energy profile we consider overdamped motion subject 
to both, a periodic force-modulation of zero temporal average and thermal 
white noise, i.e., [16-19] 

= - V ~ ( z ) +  A sin(Y2t)+ x/2D(( t ) .  (2) 

Inspecting the ratchet dynamics in (2) in the adiabatic limit, i.e., Y2 --+ 0, 
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Fig.  3. The average current in a periodically rocked ratchet, eq. (2), with- 
out noise (D -- 0) is depicted versus the amplitude of driving A for 
a fixed frequency of driving Y2 -- 1. The ratchet potential is chosen as 
VR(x) = -[sin(21rx) + 0.25sin(4~rx)]/27r. Note that the current is zero be- 
low a lower threshold value for A; interestingly enough the current also locks 
into zero for large driving amplitudes. The locking mechanism for the plateau 
widths is governed by a devil's staircase (note the inset). 

we notice that  for a force strength A that  exceeds the maximal forward force 
but not the maximal backward force of -V~(z )  (see Fig. 2 for a forward 
ratchet) the particles are on average pushed into the forward direction. Thus, 
this mechanism works even in absence of thermal noise ~(t). Note that  the 
direction of the current in a changing force ratchet is opposite to the direction 
in a flashing ratchet - -  assuming here no current reversal phenomena as 
a function of parameters entering (2), see below. In terms of the spatially 
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periodic probability current J, the particle current (x) is given by 

<z) : LJ. (3) 

For a deterministically rocked ratchet with D = 0 the space and time aver- 
aged probability current J is depicted in Fig. 3 versus the amplitude strength 
A. Even in this most simple deterministic situation the current behavior is 
rather complex: One finds that  at fixed frequency 12 the current-plateau val- 
ues exhibit a locking mechanism that can be theoretically described by a 
devil's staircase [17-19]. This feature is most conveniently studied within a 
stroboscopic-like description of the continuous-time dynamics [19]. 

In presence of noise, the study of the time-dependent Langevin equation 
in (2) presents a challenge_ With the driving being in the nonadiabatic regime 
the corresponding time-periodic Fokker-Planck equation must be studied by 
means of a Floquet analysis [18]. In Fig. 4 we depict the noise-induced cur- 
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Fig.  4. The addition of thermal noise of strength D to the rocking ratchet 
described in eq. (2) and Fig.3 leads to a current reversal as a function of D 
at moderate-to-large driving frequencies I2: For a fixed amplitude of driving 
A = 1 the driving frequencies are 12 = 0.01, 1, 2.5, 4, 7 (from top to bottom). 
Figure taken from Ref.[18]. 

rent versus the noise intensity D. Worthy to point out from Fig. 4 is the 
bell-shaped, resonance like feature of the probability current J versus D. 
Moreover, we find the phenomenon of a current reversal [18] that  occurs for 
nonadiabatic driving frequencies £2. 
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The mean velocity (x) of the particle position in the adiabatic approximation 
(9  --+ 0) is explicitly given by [18]: 

(ic) : LJ  

_ LD i dt 1 dx dy exp[¢(y,t) - O(x,t)] 
2 , / 9  1 - exp[O(n, t)] 

L x }--I 
- fo dx fo d y e x p [ ¢ ( Y ' t ) - O ( x ' t ) l  ' (4) 

where ~(x, t) = [Vn(x) - x A  sin(gt)] /D.  This approximation coincides within 
line-thickness with the exact Floquet-theory result for the smallest frequency 
9 = 0.01 in Fig. 4 (solid line). 
The effects of inertia and/or weak friction are also intriguing [20]: In absence 
of thermal noise, the characteristic chaotic motion is sufficient to induce a 
directed current which undergoes multiple current reversals versus the driving 
amplitude A. The chaotic transport itself exhibits a Gaussian asymptotic 
scaling behavior. 

Another ratchet type that  is related to the rocking ratchet in Eq.(2), is 
obtained if one substitutes the external coherent driving by an oscillating 
temperature (diffusion ratchet) [21]. The overdamped transport with a rock- 
ing diffusion is governed by the Langevin equation 

ie = -V~(x )  + x / ~ ( t ) [ 1  + Asin(gt)] .  (5) 

This ratchet gadget tends to resist to carry a finite current in both asymp- 
totic limits of fast and slow driving: The current starts only proportional to 
92 as 9 --4 0 (zero net current in the adiabatic limit), and vanishes again 
proportional to 9 -2 as 9 -+ oo, see in Fig. 5. 

4 R e c t i f i c a t i o n  o f  N o i s e  w i t h  C o r r e l a t i o n  R a t c h e t s  

The nonequilibrium forces most commonly used in rectifying Brownian mo- 
tion into directed transport are nonthermal, stochastic forces ~(t). The appli- 
cation of a spatially uniform force ((t) brings the ratchet dynamics away from 
thermal equilibrium [16,22-28]. As a consequence, the stochastic dynamics no 
longer obeys the principle of detailed balance which is the hallmark for any 
equilibrium system. 

Let us investigate here in greater detail the necessary ingredients for 
noise induced transport along a periodic structure. First, a finite current can 
emerge only if, on average, noise activated forward and backward transitions 
do not balance each other. The key ingredient for noise rectification thus is an 
asymmetry between forward and backward hopping rates. For this to be the 
case detailed balance symmetry must be broken. This occurs either via the 
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Fig.  5. Probability current J versus oscillation frequency/2 for the diffusion 
ratchet (5) at the parameter values D = 0.1 and A = 0.7. The solid line shows 
numerical results for a Floquet analysis of the time periodic Fokker-Planck 
equation corresponding to (5). The dashed line is the theoretical large-J2 
asymptotics (see in Ref.[21]). The dotted straight line of slope 2 corresponds 
to the J22-asymptotics from a second order adiabatic theory. The used ratchet 
potential, plotted in the inset, is the negative of the potential used in Fig.3; 
thus, the direction of current in a diffusion ratchet is opposite to the direction 
in a rocking ratchet. 

application of nonthermal forces ((t), or time dependent deterministic peri- 
odic forcing as discussed above. Taken alone this is, however, not sufficient. A 
counterexample is given with symmetric, correlated (i.e. colored) noise (e.g., 
Gaussian colored noise) driven transport in a reflection-symmetric potential 
V(x).  Then, on average, no net current results. To obtain a finite current 
the dynamics in addition must experience a source of ASYMMETRY. An 
obvious source of asymmetry comes in with the asymmetry of the ratchet 
potential VR(z). Hence, a finite current in a correlation ratchet VR(x) re- 
sults already whenever the nonthermal fluctuating forces ((t) are symmetric. 
Put differently, all noise sources of zero average (((t)) = 0 that  possess zero, 
odd-numbered cumulant averages C2,+1 = (((~1)...((t~,)>¢ = 0, n = 1,2,..., 
will generally support a nonvanishing macroscopic velocity only in a ratchet 
potential VR(z). In presence of an asymmetry for the nonthermal, additive 
noise source ((t), namely in presence of odd-numbered noise-cumulants obey- 
ing C2,+t ¢ 0, a reflection-symmetric periodic structure V(x) is sufficient to 
support a current. 
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For overdamped motion, the dynamics for a correlation ratchet is governed 
by a nonthermal,  in general colored noise driven Langevin equation in a 
periodic potential, i.e., 

= - Y ' ( x )  + ¢(t) + , /Kh~( t ) .  (6) 

W h i t e  shot noise ¢(t) of zero average possesses &correlated odd higher 
order cumulants [13] 

C2n+l ---- (2rt-F 1)!)~B 2n+l~(tt  - t 2 )  x ... x 6 ( t 2 n - t 2 n + l ) ,  1l--- 1,2, . . . .  (7) 

Hence, a reflection symmetric potential  V ( x )  is sufficient to induce a directed, 
nonzero average particle current [25]. 1 
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Fig.  6. The probabili ty current J = @ ) / L  for a white shot noise driven 
correlation ratchet [25] is shown versus the noise strength K for differ- 
ent shapes of the potential: Solid lines are for the symmetr ic  potential  
V ( x )  = (1/2)cosQrx), dashed and dotted lines for the ratchet potentials 
V R ( x )  = 0.454[cosQrx) =t= 0.25 sin(27rx)], the latter potentials are depicted in 
the inset. The parameter  AB is 2.5 in the upper curves and AB = 10 for the 
lower ones, see (6),(7). 

Interestingly enough, the exact average particle velocity in this case can be 

1 Likewise, a current emerges in a symmetric potential with a rocking mechanism 
F ( t )  -- F ( t  4- T ) ,  that is periodic with zero temporal average and which is not 
reflection-symmetric within a period T [17]. 
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evaluated in analytical closed form if we set the thermal noise intensity D 
equal to zero. From the corresponding master equation the current explicitly 
reads [25] 

(&) = L 1 - exp[~(L)] (8) 
foLdx D-~/! (x) exp[-~(x)]  ff+Ldy exp[~(y)] " 

Here, the effective diffusion De]] and the generalized potential ~(x) are de- 
fined by 

DeH( )=K 1+ dyDeH(y ), 
with K - I B  ~. 
For the reflection symmetric potential V(x) = cos(rrx)/2 the probability cur- 
rent J = (x)/L = (x)/2 is depicted in Fig. 6 with the solid line. Therein, the 
current is also compared with white shot noise driven ratchets of opposite 
polarity. A remarkable result is that at small-to-moderate noise intensity K 
the negative polarity ratchet yields a current that is larger than the current 
in a reflection-symmetric potential, and Mso larger than the current in a for- 
ward ratchet. In absence of white Gaussian noise, a similar analytical closed 
form study for the ratchet current is possible Mso for ~'(t) being symmetric 
dichotomic noise [22] or asymmetric dichotomic noise of zero average [27]. 

5 C u r r e n t  R e v e r s a l s  

We already noted for the rocking ratchet that  naive, adiabatic arguments 
predicting the direction of current in changing-force ratchets subject to sym- 
metric forcing do not necessarily give the correct sign for nonadiabatic forcing. 
As depicted with Fig. 4, the nonadiabatic driving regime exhibits at small- 
to-moderate noise intensity D a reversal of current direction. In correlation 
ratchets, i.e., F(t) -+ ~(t), we hence expect similar results, namely that  the 
current direction cannot readily be predicted a priori. Indeed, the study of 
current-reversal phenomena has given rise to a research activity on its own 
[18,22-24, 26, 28, 29]. For the simplest, nontrivial case of a correlation ratchet 
driven by exponentially correlated Gaussian noise [26], i.e., 

= + ¢( t )  + (10) 
with 

<¢(t) ¢(s)> = Q--- exp(-It - sl/r ), (Ii) 
r 

we depict with Fig. 7 the resulting current reversal as a function of noise color 
v for a ratchet potential composed of three Fourier modes [26]. Note in Fig. 7 
that the current vanishes at a certain value of noise color r.  An interesting 
feature related to the phenomenon of current reversal is its suppression with 
increasing cooperativity, as given by the increase of particle density of finite- 
sized overdamped particles in a ratchet system [29]. 
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Fig.  7. The current reversal phenomenon in a correlation ratchet, 
eqs.(10),(ll):  The probability current J is depicted for a white noise in- 
tensity D = 0.05 and colored noise intensity Q = 0.025 versus the correla- 
tion t ime r of Ornstein-Uhlenbeck noise (( t) .  The ratchet potential is com- 
posed of three Fourier modes: Vn(x) = -{sin(2zrx) + 0.2sin[4r(x - 0.45)] 
+ 0.1 sin[6r(x - 0.45)]}/21r. Numerical results (solid) are compared to gen- 
eralized unified colored noise approximation (dashed-dotted), smMl-r theory 
(dotted), and 'small-'/' (dashed) theory (see in Ref.[26]). The inset gives a 
magnification of the behavior at small r .  

6 Applications Using Noise Rectification 

Although rectification processes are known for a long time, we argue that 
these can assume interesting characteristics within the periodic ratchet struc- 
tures discussed here. The fact that  directed noise induced transport can oc- 
cur in periodic structures may lead to a new generation of separation and/or  
pumping techniques. Most separation techniques known to date are based 
on the use of an externally applied static load force F0. Then the particles 
generically move into the direction of the load. New characteristics appear 
when we use stochastic forces ((Q, or alternating deterministic forces F(t). As 
demonstrated with the ratchet mechanism, a directed nonzero current then 
can emerge even in absence of a load t7o. What  matters mostly for useful 
technological applications of ratchets is the amount of work that  a particle 
performs in presence of the additional load F0. Thus, of particular interest 
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is the behavior of current versus external load. In Fig. 8 we depict the cur- 
rent versus load curve for the Gaussian correlated noise driven correlation 
ratchet, eqs.(10),(l l) .  Here, the no-load current is given by the intercept on 
the vertical axis. The stopping force Fstop is the load value where the current 
assumes zero against the static load F, top and is given by the intercept with 
the horizontal axis. Because of a nonzero no-load current the ratchet mecha- 
nism yields a novel effect: Particles placed into a periodic potential profile can 
be moved uphill against an external bias until the stopping force is reached! 
We notice that  the rectification of current is not exponential-like but rather 
mimics a linear behavior versus F0 with a slope that is different within the 
linear response regime (small F0) as compared to the large load regime. 
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Fig.  8. Current versus load characteristics (solid line) for the correlation 
ratchet in eqs. (10),(11). The probability current J is evaluated for the pa- 
rameters: White noise intensity D = 0.1, colored noise intensity Q = 0.025, 
noise correlation t ime r = 0.25, and the ratchet potential VR used in Fig. 3. 
The inset gives a magnification of the current-load curve within the linear 
response regime of small F0- Note the two different linear behaviors at small 
and large load forces F0. In the regime of positive load forces 0 < Fo < F, top 
with F~top = 0.0066 denoting the stopping force (see the arrow in the inset), 
the particles move uphill in the tilted potential Vn (x )+  xFo. For comparison, 
we indicate by the dotted line the diagonal J = -F0 .  

With the stopping force F, top being proportional to the no-load current, 
the behavior of F~top(l") versus noise color 7- mimics the same behavior that  
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characterizes the current versus r. For different noise scalings, e.g., constant 
intensity noise versus constant variance noise, i.e., Q --4 Qr [26], the behavior 
of the stopping force changes accordingly, see in [26]. For colored noise ¢(t) 
with constant intensity the stopping force F~top(r) exhibits a characteristic 
resonance-like behavior; for constant variance noise, Fstop(r) versus r is a 
monotonically increasing function. 
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Fig.  9. Voltage rectification in a SQUID ratchet [30]: The schematic picture 
depicts the SQUID arrangement composed of three Josephson junctions with 
corresponding Josephson phases ~o that  is threaded by an external flux q~=t. 
Jt denotes the critical current of one of the two identical Josephson junc- 
tions in the left arm and R is its resistance. The average voltage (V) across 
the right Josephson junction is depicted versus the dc-component I0 of the 
current source I(t). The ac-component /1 of the rocking SQUID is driven 
with frequency £2 = 0.3 and strength A = I1/J~ = 1.7. The white (Nyquist) 
noise intensity is D = 0 (solid), 0.01 (dashed), and 0.5 (dotted). With this 
scaling the SQUID ratchet is modeled by (2) and the ratchet potential of 
Fig. 3, but with a spatial period of L = 27r, instead of L = 1 in Fig. 3, and 
complemented by a static load of Fo = Io/Jt [this corresponds to a negative 
tilt -xFo of Vn(x)]. Note that  the voltage-current characteristics exhibits a 
range of parameters in which a fixed sign (in a narrow regime around zero 
even a fixed value) of the voltage occurs, regardless of the sign of the load I0. 

The rocking ratchet mechanism is particular interesting for novel techno- 
logical applications. With the mechanism working even in absence of noise it 
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can be used not only on mesoscopic, micro- and nanoscales but  even can ex- 
tend from a pure quantum noise dominated regime to macroscopic scales with 
a strict deterministic dynamical behavior. This yields novel separation tech- 
niques for particles on all scales. As mentioned previously, surfaces such as 
blazed gratings which are subjected to alternating electric fields [14], as well 
as gratings induced by optical radiation forces [15] can be used to separate 
monodisperse, microsized particles. A particular noteworthy ratchet appli- 
cation is the current-voltage rectification in superconducting quantum inter- 
ference devices (SQUID). With an asymmetric SQUID (see inset in Fig. 9) 
driven by an ac-current we find [30] that there exists a range of parameters 
in which a fixed sign (in a narrower regime even a fixed value) of the average 
voltage occurs, independent of the sign of the external tic-current source, cf. 
Fig. 9. Hence this system presents another case in which novel physics results 
due to the ratchet effect. 
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